Bad Beer Festends eariy after John Pepe faces
on
slips
spilledbre w tou gher char ges
s^ident
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
News Editor

Colby Security and Waterville
Police shut down last week's "Bad
Beer Fest" party early after a student slipped, hit her head,and suffered amildconcussion.Theparty's
host, Bryan Raffetto '95 has been
placed on Housing Probation by
the Dean of Students office because
of a party form violation.
The student slipped on beef on
the floor, according *^6 JRaffetto.
Raffetto said he called 911 as soon
as he realized'that the student was
unconscious,and accompanied the
student to the hospital-He^id^hat
the beer was a safety hazard,: but
still feels that the accident could
have happened anywhere.
Moments before the accident,
Safety and Security had renewed
the party form, even though beer
was already all over the floor, according to Raffetto.
No property damage was done
in Piper, although the party itself
was very messy, said Raffetto. According to Supervisor of Building
Maintenance Renald Simoneau, no
damage reports have been submit-

ted to the Physical Plant.
Raffetto said he was not placed
on housing probation because of
the accident or the mess, but because of a technicalitywith the party
form.
The party was registered as a
spontaneous party,butT-shirtswere
sold as admission to the party. According to College policy, if a party
is advertised it must be filed as a
planned party. The College considers the T-shirts to be advertising,
said Raffetto. Raffetto said he did
not file a planned par
ty form because he thought the administration might not let the party happen.
s
Underage drinking and the involvement of the Waterville police
also led to the probation, according
to a letter from the Dean-s office.
Under a Colby policy approved
by Presidents' Council, a planned
party form passes f rom the Head
Resident of the residence hall to
Safety and Security,but it does not
usually go through the Dean's office. There will be no immediate
change in policy resulting frorn .the
incident, according to Joyce
McPhetres, dean of residential life.
According McPhetres, housing

BY LAURA PAVLENKO
Editor-in-Chief

The New Jersey grand jury upgraded its charges against Colby
senior John Pepe from manslaughter to aggravated manslaughter on
Tuesday.
Aggravated manslaughter is a
crimeofthefirst degree. If convicted,
Pepe could face up to 20 years in
prison, according to a report in the
Mid-Maine Morning Sentinel.

Echofile photo
Bryan Raffetto '95, host of
the Bad Beer Fes t, is on
housing probation due . to a
party for mviolation.
probation lasts for three months.
Any new infraction committed by
the student would most likely result in Judicial Board action. After
three months,the student is placed
on warning for another three
monthsD

Students compete for speech pri ze
presented an argument for allowing death row inmates to donate their organs after death. She usedno
Staff Writer
notes during her speech. Instead, she stood in front of
the podium and recited her entire argument from
Addressing topics memory.
ranging from high
David Mills, assistant professor of English, preschoolathletics to mu- sided over the contest on behalf of the Colby Speech
sic to AIDS,sevenstu- Council.
dentscompeted in the
The top threefinishersreceivedprizes of $200,$150,
LouiseCoburnSpeak- and $100, respectively. The pursehas grown over the
ing Contest on Nov. years,accordingto Mills. "WhenI was a student back
18.
in the fifties, I think the first prize was $25/' he said.
This year'swinner
The prizemoneycomes from an endowmentgiven
was Hung Bui '94, by Louise Coburn, Colby's second female graduate.
who delivered an
"The livingtradition --that's the wonderfulthing
emotional and mov- about endowments/'Mills said.
ing address concernCoburn is "a lot more interesting than anyone at
Echo photo by KaDurineLaw* ing "beginnings and Colby wants to admit," said Mills. After her graduaendings." f he major- tion, she traveled extensively, eventually settling in
HungBui
ity of the speechwas her hometown of Skowhegan,according to Mills. She
dedicated to the lessons Bui learned from his fraternal later becamea trustee of the College.
twin brotherJamie.
"She learned that peopleget into places because
class
last
speaking]
(public
"I took Professor Mills'
i,i||ey can speak," said Mills. Thus, her endowment
year^tdfiuitfl^^^
established the contest. "We will be holding it again
,
.
time I speak. I get very neiryous. \i never changes.'' ;; next semester
becausethe endowment is big enough,"
: : '' _ ' : '
" '
,
"
Second prize went to Kendra King '94 who gavea ^ i]to!iMSi>;-; , /: =^; ;' ->:i; . -; " '
,
.
.
^
srj eechentitled'/ColbyCollege--When andWhereDo , > Matthew
Lapides 94, who is currently in Professor
I Enter?" She explainedher experiencetransferringto Mills'course,said Mills "encouragestheentireclass to
Colby from Clark College, and describedthe various compete. In the realworld,you havetodefend yourself
adjustments she had to make. She encouraged all with speech eveiy day/' .
'¦ Lapides gave a very unique speech.He described
studentsto get involvedincampus activities.King did
hot specifically preparea word for word speech, but the difficulties in composing lyrics for songs he has
rather she spoke freely from an outline she had pre- written. Using his acoustic guitar, Lapides
pared..
7' 7' : ';" 7 , ,
-,
KimbcrlyParker *97,receivedthethird prize. Parker see PRIZE on page 2

BY JONATHAN CANNON

Pepe, who is on a non-prejudicial leave of absence from the College, has been charged in the strangulation and drowning death of Lori
A.McKinney,a NewJersey woman.
The grand jury first indictedPepe
on Nov. 10 on charges of
manslaughter. "TheGrand Jury subsequently,and on its own initiative,
requc^eid^^
which was heard [Nov. 30] ," ac-

cording to a statement from the Office of the County Prosecutor in
Ocean County, New Jersey.
Based on that testimony, the
grand jurors "returned atruebillfor
thecrimeof aeeravatedmanslaughter in violation of NJS 2C:ll-4a,"
according to the statement.
The grand jury proceedings are
secret, according to the statement.
Pepeis scheduled to appear in a
pre-arraignment conference today,
according to the Case Processing
Office of the Ocean County Court.If
the conference is inconclusive,Pepe
will be arraigned before a judge on
Dec. 22.
The College has no comment on
the case,according to President William Cotter.
The Office of the County Prosecutor has no further comment, and
SteVen'Cuctr, Pepe's attorney;-tiid
not return calls to his office.__ - -

CCC vote s to chan ge
harassment policy
BY GWYNNE ROGERS
Staff Writer

Members of the Campus Community Committee discussed
changing Colby's definition of verbal harassment as iWappears in the
Student Handbook at the Nov. 17
meeting, and a motion to update
the policy was passed at the Dec. 1
meeting.
The verbal harassment policy
currently protects against "hostile,
intimidating remarks (including
jokes) or physical gesturesdirected
at a person because of race, color,
sex,sexualorientation,religion,age,
parental or marital status, national
or ethn ic origin, political beliefs,or
disability."
At the earlier meeting, members of the Harassment Advisory
Board of the College proposed
changes to the existing policy including adding "or persons" after
"a t a person," and deleting "age,
parental or marital status" and "political beliefs,"according to the minutes of the meeting.
Members present at yest erd ay's
meeting passed a proposal which
will omit the words "age, parental
or marital status, and political beliefs." Nothing new will beadded.
At the earlier CCC meeting,
membersdiscusseidwhethertoomit
"political beliefs." President Cotter
was in favor of omitting the language. 'We want college to be a
place wherepolitical beliefsaredis-

cussed and exchanged, he said.
With the words omitted, a student will lose the right to bring
charges against another student for
harassment due to a student's political beliefs.
Some CCC members thought
adding "or persons" to the policy
would weaken it. For example,if an
offensive comment is directed to a
group of eight people it would be
considered one offense,but there is
a way to use the present policy to
cover a group. Each of the eight
students could file a separate complaint, and the defendant's punishment would be much more severe.
The new policy will be geared
toward instances such as a st udent
yelling something out of a dorm
window or putting up a derogatory
sign in the Student Center. Under
the new policy, t he personcould be
punished, according to the CCC.
The Committee voted to delete
"age,paren tal or marital status"and
"political beliefs." The deletion of
"age"did not have too much opposition because while someone may
take offense at being called "old,"
harassment of that type is generally
not a problem iri a college environment where every student fits in a
limited age range. "Parental and
marital status"was deleted because
discrimination on those grounds
rarelyoccurs, if ever.
The revised policy will now be
presentedto Presidents'Council and
the faculty for final approval.Q

Underenrollm
ent
forces cuts
BMR skirts
in off-camp us Jan Plans

Brancaccio bows out of dean 's race
Professor of English Patrick Brancaccio quit the race to become dean
of faculty Monday.
Brancaccio notified President William Cotter of his withdrawal after
a recent visit to Colby. Cotter then sent out a memo notif ying faculty.
Brancaccio, who is currently teaching at the Colby in London program, told Cotter that he was unsure that he was the best man for the job,
according to Cotter. After much d iscussion withhis wifeRuth, Brancaccio
decided that at this point in his career he did not wish to take on the type
of responsibility becoming dean of faculty would bring, according to
Cotter.
Current Dean of Faculty Robert MacArthur'sterm will expire on July
1. Still in the running for the position are Professor of Government L.
Sandy Maisel and Professor of Religion Tom Longstaff. (W.G.)

"Th e Osgood File" comes to Colb y
Charles Osgood, the daily anchor of "The Osgood File" on the CBS
Radio Network, will address Colby at today's Spotlight Lecture.
Osgood anchored the "CBSSunday Ni ght News" from 1981to 1987
and was the co-anchor of the "CBS Morning News" unti l 1992.He also
contributed regularly to the "CBS Evening News with Dan Rather."
"The Osgood File"is social commentary syndicateforwhichOsgood
is now known by millions of radio listeners.
In addition to "The Osgood File," Osgood provides commentary
for "CBS This Morning" and "Sunday Morning" with Charles Kuralt.
Osgood's lecture is titled "On a Changing World." (C.S.)

Fr om the police blotter...
Waterville:
On Nov. 18 at 10:18 p.m. Rachel Herf '94 was summoned on a charge
of unlawful use of a license for identification .

Securit y Up date:
On Nov.20 a female student fell and hit her head on the first-floor of
Piper. The woman suffered a minor concussion.
Early in the morning Nov. 21 a picture was stolen from the hall of the
Geology Department in Mudd. The picture was a donation from a
former faculty member. John Frechette, director of Safety and Security,
described the picture as having a lot of "sentimental value."
Two suspicious people were reported on campus on Nov. 27 and
28. (K.M.)

PRIZE, continued f r ompage 1

sang a brief song he had written.
He then explained the motivation
behind his music.
The judges for the contest were
Dean of the College Earl Smith?
Dyke Hendrickson, a reporter and
columnist for the Portland Pr essHerald ,Anne Bowie '92,assistant director of admissions, and Maylene
Cummings '96, from the Colby.de>
bate team.
The other competitors included
Jonathan Kaye '97, who spoke about
the reaction to an editorial about

affirmative action which he published in The Colby Echo.
Laura Miller '94, told of her experiences in high school sports, in
which her school teams were perennial losers.
• * She learned that .|here is "so
much more to athletics and to life
than coming out on top."
Elizabeth Labovitz '94, spoke
on the AIDS crisis which is facing
our nation today. "What we know
and what we do are inconsistent
with each other," she said. ?

the law on
royalties

BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
& LINCOLN FARR
News Editor and Staff Writer

Apparently the Samuel French
Company and Colby's Broadway
Musical Review (BMR) have differing opinions on royalty payments.
According to Samuel French,
which holds the rights to almost
every Broadway play and musical
ever performed, a group or individual must pay royalties on any
songs sung in performance if admission to the event is charged.
BMR charges admission to its
biannual show, but only in order to
cover the costsof refreshments, according to Rebecca Freeman '94,
who organized BMR this year. The
cost was threedollars for table seats
and two for general admission.
Freeman argues that BMR does
not have to pay royalties becauseit
is not a profit-seeking endeavor.
"If you're making pure profit
off the show, then you have to get
permission,"said Freeman,"but we
are only charging for the refreshments."
Powder and Wig,another Colby
club, does pay royalties on materials the club uses in productions,
according to Scott W. Cole '95,vicepresident of Powder and Wig.
Freeman said that BMR did not
profit from this particular show.
According to Tullio Nieman, director of Student Activities, however,
BMR often does bring in a profit,
which is then put into BMR's club
funds.
Some of the songs BMR sang
this year are still on Broadway,said
Freeman. If a show is still on Broadway, no one can buy the rights to
the show or any part thereof, according to a Samuel French spokesperson. The rights to the show are
under the sole jurisdiction of the
producer at that point.
Samuel French did not comment
on any sanctions that can be placed
on a group or individual that violates the royalty policy in this manner.
Samuel French can bring charges
against anyone who violates the
copyright laws in regards to any
ri ghts they hold, according to the
spokesperson.Q

BY MIKE IRVINE \
Staff Writer
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\ Four of eight off-campus Jan
Bans scheduled for thif January
have been cancelled due to
underenrotJmeut The cancelled
classes are GQ211 (January Iin
China), 2N213 (CentralAmerican
Politics and Economics), R U039
(Education in Russia), and ST2I3
(Science and Technology in the
f ederal Govern men.),
: According to Jonathan Weiss,
directorofacadenucsandeff-eampua study^therewere no isstiesof
funding or administrativeproblems with theJan Plans that preventedtheir takingplaceJn order
to be approved as an off-campus
Jan Plan, a program must be selfsustaining, whichmeans -hat the
cost of the trip paid hy the students covets all expenses, such as
room/board, and travelThe program must reach a minimum enrollment,which is usually ten stud ents. If not enough studen ts participate, expenses are not covered
and the trip may he canceled, according to Weiss, Professor's expanses arecovered in the price of
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the students' trip.
PA0& (London Theater and
Dance}and BI_37 (Ecuador* Enviromnental Issues and Solutions)receivesomefunding from
sources outsid e ColbyA such as
alumni,and therefore do not have
to meet all the requirementsset
forthby the College,accordingto
.Weiss,
Since most off-campus Ja«
Plans include international
travel, the cost above tuition is
fairly high, Due to the expense,
Weisssaid it may he a good idea
to offer mote inexpensive, domestic of f-campus Jan.Plans like
"$dence and Technologyin the
Federal Government/'The prog?am would have travelled to
Washington D.C butdpetoLack
^
of enrollment it was canceled,
Weisssaid heis disappointedthat
thecoursewascancelledand feels
thatit is unfortunateforany class
to tje canceled due to lack of in*
teres**
Some trips, however, de get
filled up quickly,like the annual
Biology program, which is travelling to Anguilla,and a newprograirt to Italy, AR297 (Rome in j
the American Imagination)_Q I
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• Up to 30% off Hockey Protective Equipment
• 20% off all Hockey Accessories
• 20% off Wood Sticks
• Replacement Blades From $13.95
Skates by Bauer, Micron , and CCM at team prices
Practice and Team Jerseys

: _ ._-__« ___ ___.
lOO 's of sticks to choose from.
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167 Main Street, Fairfield, 453-9756

TH ULE Roof rack systems. "Swe den 's best ," sold here.
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Allen St,, Waterville
872-5518

Behind Collo go Ave.
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BY ALISA MASSON
Staff Writer
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Pizzas?
Have You Tried Our Gourmet
«-

'
•THE GREEK w/ pesto sauce , feta
12" - $11 50
cheese , sun dried t oma t oes, garlic roasted
\%Ae<\
cashews , greek olives, & red pep pers
•TTLVI PIZZA w/ peanu t sauce , grilled 12" - $n 95
t erryaki chicken , onions , carro ts, cilan t ro , 15ti . $15,95
& suridrie d toma toes

•Colby Jazz Quartet*

Daniel Howe - Guitar '94 • Mark Mirizzi - Bass "95
Jus t in Brown - Drums '94 • Chris White - Saxaphone
.
W/ Alec Havik '92
|
ASK ABOUT OUR NEW S$$CK - DEEP FRIED PASTA!!!

Still the best nachos , whole wheat pizzas , nasty burgers ,
hot fudge brownie sundaes...
ID 's required, but pitchers of sodas for those not of age.
Free coffee for designated drivers.
Loca t ed Down t own Direc tly Across Concourse
From AMES. Under the BIG YELLOW Awning
flT ^.^**

Selecte d Grou p of
Young Men 's

SPORT SHIRT S

Where they were the day JFK was shot
Nov.22,1963 isa day that many
people will neverforget. When John
F.Kennedywasshot, many people's
dreams of hope and promise for the
future went down with the President .Many can stillvividly remember exactly how, when and where
they heard the news.
Last week,before the 30th anniversary of the President's death,
someColby employeesrecalled that
moment.
Associate Dean of Students
Mark Serdjenian was sitting in his
seventhgrade Earth Science class at
Parkview Junior High in Cranston,
Rhode Island when the news came
over the loudspeaker.
"I wasn't a very political creature when I was twelve,"said
Serdjenian when asked how he had
reacted. "I don't have any deep
memories, but I remember everyone was horrified."
Father John Marquis was in his
eighth grade reading class at
Champlain Junior High in Van
Buren, Maine, when the principal
came in and said that the radio had
announced that JFK had been shot.
Fifteen minutes later, the principal
came back in and said that Kennedy
wasdead,and theft calledof f school.
Marquis walked to his grandparents'house and found his grandfather crying.

I
1

__________________________________________________________________________ L

All the newest styles.

"It really destroyed the sense of
progress and safety in the country.
Everyone was upset and touched,"
he said.
Associate Professor of English
Jean Sanborn was out of the country at the time of the incident.
"I was teaching in Rome for a
year when an Italian friend called
up with the news," she said. "At
first, we thought it was a bad joke.
It was like mourning a family member. Our friends there thought they
had to take care of us."
"The Camelot image was very
true. It was the last time a president
was looked up to like that," said
Sanborn.Everyonefelt JFK wasvery
strong, and his death left her feeling lonely, she said. She wasn't able
to see any f ootage of the shooting
until a year later when she returned
to the United States. ?

Corr ections:
In last week's article on the
Broadway Musical Review the
choreography wasattributed in*
correctly* The actual chorebgra- i
phers were Directors Rebekah
Freeman '94 and Stacey Warner
'94.
Also in last week's issue.
Coach LauraHall dorson'sname
was misspelled, in a pull-out
<iuote*
_
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"He was in the state legislature
and really loved Kennedy, so I
started crying too. 1 spent the next
four days glued to the television
set, watching footage of the tape of
JFK getting killed, IL yndon]
Johnson getting on a plane and ILee
Harvey] Oswald getting shot by
[Jackl Ruby."
Shirley Littlefield, the card
checker in Dana dining hall, also
has a very clear memory of what
she was doing at the time.
"1was aden mother for 12years,
and we were having a den meeting
for all the Cub Scouts in my home,"
she said. "The announcement came
over the radio right before themeetingr so when the kids got off the
bus, I told them the news."
She remembers that the oldest
Cub Scout, who was probably 12
yearsold,said, "We won't beeating
the refreshments. We're going
home." That night during supper,
even with her nine kids still living
at home, "there was such a sadness
in the house."
President William Cotter was
working in a law firm in New York
City when someone came running
down the aisle, saying the President had been shot.
"Everyone stopped what they
were doing and ran to the TV," he
said. Since Cotter was working on a
case, he had to continue going into
the office,but watchedupdates and
footage on TV whenever he could.
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we deliver kegs and cases! * we welcome returmables!
PLEASE HAVE ID'S READY !!!

DO YOU WANT :

*

Reg. $25 up to $45

Thursda y - Friday & Saturday Only

Hr VT

/O OFF

Levine ' s

Downtown Waterville
Where Colby friends meet.
Ludy '21 Pacy '27 Howard '46

a the best available airline fare information - including student,
pro motion al, ch art ers , and super-savers?
? choice of great Semester break promotions
? to make all y ou r hotel , air , and car rental arrangements for
business or for pleasure... without leaving the campus?
THEN.... Call you r Campus Travel Agency
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CAMPUS TRAVEL SERVICE
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Artsand Entertainmerit

SOAR seeks involvement
wit h The Perspective
BY ZAHID CHAUDHARY
Staff Writer

By theend ofthesemester , SOAR
(SocietyOr ganized Against Racism)
hopes to publish The Perspective
,a
magazine about racism, ethnicity,
and prejudice.
"Right now we're collectin g
submissions...We've advertised it
but we didn't get any submissions
outside of the members of SOAR,"
said MatthewS pitzer *94, SOAR copresident. The magazine will include poetry, essays, artwork , freewriting, quotes, and any other writing dealing with race and prejudice
issues.It mayalso includere printed
magazine articles, he said .
"We need to start talkin g about
thes-Tlissuesl now, before something creeps up on us," according
to Cecily Finley '94, theother SOAR
president , regardin g the lack of discussion about racism ,ethnicity, and
biases on campus.
Finley said that the magazine
was very popular when it was last
publishedtwoyearsago. "It helped
to enlighten people with quotes,
statistics, poetry, and essays," she
said.
The Perspectiveneeds more submissions, and SOAR hopes that
more students will become receptive*© racial issues and will submit
ttftrKTmagazi ^e.

"(SOAR is] a resource for
stude nts... [toshare l their ideas and
concerns ," said Spitzer. Althou gh
SOAR currentl yhas approximately
fifteenactive members,thegrou pis
planning some very interesting activities for the year.
The club seeks to form a supportiveenvironment forpeoplewho
have been the target of any prejudiceor bias whatsoever—the prejudice does not necessaril y have to be
of a racial nature. "The group members support each other and at the
same time face their own internal
prejudices ," said Finley. "Ever yone
is prejudiced or biased to a certain
degree."
Probabl y the most influential of
SOAR's activities this year will be
the communit y out-reach program
which the leaders hope to launch in
January. Accordin g to Finley, the
program will target "various public schools in Waterville and surroundin g areas...to teach students
about racism, prejudices , and biases." SOAR hopes to teach the kids
"that their differences are good"
using presentations and discussions.
The leaders are also planning "a
lar ge presentation for the whole
campus... [usingl video, music, and
skits," said Spitzer. One of their
projects is still in its developmental
stages,
"Almost all of us have had expe-

riences dealing with racial issues,
the magazine will help to express
[people's! concerns," Spitzer said.
"We all have a story to tell." The
SOAR forum is an opportunity for
students to share their insights and
experiences with others.
"We dr awupon the diversity of
members — not necessarily ethnic
and racial diversity—to expand on
thedesirefor learning ", said Spitzer.
"We also deal with the benefits of
racial and cultural understanding
[as well as] the diversity among us
— not just in race but in backgrounds. "
Finley said she is glad to see
different people at SOAR activities ,
evenif the turnout is not ideal. "We
are not interested in numbers—
we're interested in seeing new faces.
If we see the same people all the
time, we're preachin g to the converted ," said Finley.
Finley remarked that the tendency is to think that Colby is not a
place of racism and prejudice. Racism at Colby isnot blatantly visible,
but it has a more covert nature , she
said. Tvebeeninclassrooms where
students have suggested that students of color are on campus not
because of merit , but because of
color.-.Others have insinuated that
all African-Americans live in the
ghetto...and that 's just the tip of the
iceberg. " Q
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Echophotoby KristenEckard
A Collegium Musicum quintet perfo rms in LorimerChapeL

Colby Chorale and
Collegium Music um give
a solid j oint perfor mance
BY REBECCA MAWN
Staff Writer
The Colby College Chorale and
the Collegium Musicum dazzled
during a joint concert at Lorimer
Chapel on Nov. 20.
Each grou p performed one section . The Collegium Musicum ,
opened the concert with a stron g
performance of composer William
Byrd's Massfor Tq^r Voices, a piece
written and performed in Latin. The
vocal section was split up into four
parts—the Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus,
and Agnus Dei.The Collegium performance also featured two small
instrumental groups: a group of
strin g instruments and a small
group of recorders .
The Collegium's performance
featured beautifull y intertwined
voices. Enraptured by the melodies of the music and the strong
perf ormances of the Collegium
members , theaudience sat in reverence. The instrumental interludes
prov ided the perfect bridge to the
choral parts of the Mass. Also featured was a solo vocal quintet , an
excellent performance that further
displayed the talent of the
Collegium.
The Collegiu m Music um , a
group composed of students , faculty and commun ity members ,
chose to focus upon composer William Byrd. "We are celebra t ing
Byrd' s 450th birthday this year. He
was born in 1543," said Director of
the Collegium and Associate Professor Eva Linfield.
Linfield is new to t he Colby Fac-

K ate Bush re mains in sensual wor ld with The Red Shoes
BY HEATHER LOGAN
A&E Co-Edi tor

•

The Red S hoes is a welcome return for Kate
Bush , the queen of beautiful howling, to the

alternative-pop niche she has carved for herself in her 10+year career.
The singer /song writer emergingfromT/tf
S ensual World, her last album , crea t ed yet
another fine work overflowing with temptations for the senses. With tho assistance of
Eric Clap ton, Prince, Jeff Beck, Colin LloydTucker , The Trio Bulgarka, Nigel Kennedy ,
and Gary Brooker , Bush creates a lush whirlwind of eclectic sound.
In songs like "Rubb erband Gi rl ," "Ea t
The Music " and "Wh y Should I.Love You?"

Bush opts for a punchy fast-paced tempo to
screech out self-effacing lines like: "AU emotion/ And with devotion / You put your
hands in/ What ya thinking? / What am I
singing?" Bush has fun on these tracks.
She shines the bri ghtest , however, when
she is serious. In the angry-love syndrome
cut "Song of Solomon" she sings, "Don 't
wan t your bullshi t, yeah/ J ust want your
sexuality."

Her traditional style comes across in the
bitt ersweet songs like "Momen ts of Pleasure ," "Top of t he City" and "You 're The
One." In the firs t she lamen t s: "J ust being
alive/ It can really hurt / And these moments given/ Are a gift from time,"
In "You 're The One," she leaves the listener with a poignant unrequi ted love situation. She sings, "It 's alri ght. I know where
I' mgoing/rm goingto stay with myfriend /
Mrnm , yes, he is very good looking/ The
only trouble is/ He's not you."
TheRed Shoesis an emotionally quenching album . Bush creates a deeply moving
collection of personal reflections as sheonce
again explores the terrain of the modern
'
woman. ? '" •

ulty, and her enthusiasm cannot be
overlooked. Prev iously employed
at Yale University, Linfield said, "I
wanted a chan geto a small college
like Colby."
Linfield was hired as a musicologist and director of the
Collegium, replacingBecky Gerber.
In the concert , she demonstrated
her versatilit y by performing on
vioj^nand recorder.
Before the concert , Linfield predicted that "the adren aline will be
up and [the performance ! will be
beautiful. " Her prediction ¦ came

true.

¦¦ " ¦
• ' j"

The Chorale performed a Bach
piecetitled Cantata no. 99: Was Gott
tut,das ist wohigetan.Performed in
German , the Chorale lived up to the
challenge. A high-spirited instrumental introduction opened the
performance , followed by a clear,
powerful chorus.
The performance featured students Erinne Clark '94, Sarah Hare
'96, Ross Nussbaum '94, and a community member Tracy Hall, four
very talented singers . Clark , a soprano , ju ggled two roles—one as
part of an aria duet with Hare in the
Chorale , and a second as a member
of a quintet with the Collegium performance. Hare also perform ed an
alto recitative as a member of the
Chorale.
Strong and solid typ ifies all t he
performan ces of the evening. Several of the instrumentalists accompanied the singers performance ,
includin g a har psichord performance and a flawless flut e melody
played by Kate Gluck *97. Another
see CHORALE on page 9

Kate Bush's The Red Shoe*.
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W ater ville Hous e of
Piz z a
139 Main Street
Watervill e, ME 04901
Telephone: (207) 873-4300
Free Delivery
No Minimum

TRY FROM WHOP
¦£ ¦
f he^ri gMl^ali^ai^wiches
• 2 for $5.99 or i for $3.00
•Hot ham , genoa salami , cooked
!salami , mort a dell o, pr ovalone ,
•lettuce , tomato , pickles, onions ,
and hot peppers.
J

K.....^

;* La rge one topping pizza. ^
. .* p,us 4 cokes# Dinner for 4. I
•; ¦ ¦ ¦ $799
I
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!.Buy 2 small pizzas-1 topping *
!1 & 2 cokes & 2 small chips. I
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Railroad Square Cinema (873-6526^

Concert:BowdoinConcertB_fid > under the Snap Dragon
direction of John Morneatl,[Performing Detinator
works by Bach, Smith, Milhaud and ^ Point of Impact
*>Nufcfe
Shostakovich
MemoH^^^
Picl^rd The_tei^
No admission charge
Fast Cun
3 p.m.
»
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AdamsFamily Values
NightmareBefore Christmas
Cool Runnings
The Three Muskateers

Sund ay. P«« 5

In Waterville:

You Know Whose Pub
Colbyj azz^rtet

At Bowdoin:

8pM ' .
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Concert:Miscellaniaand Meddiebembsters
Winter concert to benefit the Tedford Shelter
Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall
Donation $1at the door

Pequod Fall 1993 Reception / Reading
Whitney Room
9 p.m.
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SH.O.C. presents _4nd toe Bond Hay«_ On,
A film about the AIDS epidemic
lovejoy 100
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= Stu-A Movie. Furassfc Park
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Lecture: Hilmar L. Jensen III, professor of
history,'TtoestheArc of the Universe Bend
Toward Justice?" Part of 'The Civil Rights
Movement" lecture series
Muskie Archives
No admission charge

PottenrSale
Student Center lobby
9«.m.- _ p.m.
'
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Concert: Twentieth Century Music En- =
semble
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Hutchins Concert Hall, Maine Center S
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f
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Concert: Pianist Ira BrausPerforming works
by Beethoven, Liszt and Gershwin.
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall
No admission charge
12:30 p.m.
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Colby Symphony Orchestra Reunion
Concert! A 50th anniversary celebration
lorimer Chapel
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At the University of Maine:
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—~ Julie Millard, professor of chemistry: •
= "Murder and Mayhem: DNA on Trial"
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Island Squeezer - 4% Vodka Coolers
(Pink Ice, Lime Mist, & Tropical)........14£/case
St. Ide's Malt Liquor.
.11S /case
Pabst (12 oz. cans) Fri Sat ...........7 S/case

Open: Sun-Wed till
till 9 pm , Thur s till 10pm,
&
Midnight

tw^^ff
^m^L

We now have the largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central Maine

f _ jon^jj fc.
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fewei E-^j 873-6228
Get off the Hill for a
Homecooked Breakfast at:

BONNE'S DINER
J

*$ v

Colbv Special - $4.95

___\\\\\\\_ T x- \ 2 Egg s , 2 Pancakes
Homefries , Bacon ,
j f BK m
Toast , and Coffee

872-7712
Open Seven Days A Week
5:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Benton Avenue, Winslow

Bear left after the winslow bridge- then 3 miles
ahead on the left
¦
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The ColbyEcho is a weekly newspaper pub lished by the students of Colby Collegeon
Thursday of each week the College is in session.
The Echo encourages letters from its readers , especiall y th ose within the immediate
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Knowy your responsibilities

ta$tw^$accidemttf iheB«d _&w
call to Colbystudents.The admitilsttafioni is lookingfor an excuse-to
tighten f lieakohol policy,bx order to halt that sentiment,we Colby
students should take responsibility for our drinking.
First,we need to realize the importance of the party -ormf-Jryart
Raffetto,vice president of Johnson Coitutions,is on housing probation
because be signed the party font, and was ultimately responsible for
what happened at theparly*Raffetto understoodhis responsibilityand
the risk associatedwith hissigriatoreon the part y fonrt. $f udenfsare r»ot

always so responsible,however,and oftendo mot realize the responsibility that comes with signing a party form* Sometimes tbe signature
<owwsfrom ^e 4osest|»rtyju»g individttal whobas a pen handy.
If yottsignajiwrtyfomt,understandthe risfcyott are taking.Read the
fine print.Therehave bom hintsthat the event?in Pipe*may *a«se
change*mthespontaneouspaityf mm*In interestsof our social;lives,
canwe affordto $_ve ihe administrationthe chance to toughen tip?
There areotherresporLsihilitieewitha weekend bash* Whatever we
wfehorwattt _ha*t#edwitkst_telaw,tttt d*r~2:- drittkittgte illegal When
under-age djri-_dttgoc<tt»at Colby,weare,in effect, enj oying a privilege*tri^po__$lh_ea<£or^^
property will only increasethe College's desire to clamp down on
alcohol consumption.If We Wantto continueto enjoy out privilegeof
havingJoka'e delivering casesof Buschto Our door,then we need toact
responsiWy.
Other schools have toughened their alcohol policiessignificantly.
While Colby should not campatcitself to other schools,theadministration does, and Our alcohol policyis liberal compared lo many other
schools, Obviously. Colby is a Mhtm% case, We do not Jive %n the
rfliddleof a town oj havefraletnities tokeepbeeririioursysterns^butthe
a <_rrdni$trattonhasttawght
that irQm happening soon,we must takefesponsibilityfor ottf actions,
JMn.Ju<#^^

ffil^^^^M^ffiMl^^^Hii^M^^^^^HP

mm^M^i^MH

Letters
Party form
means studen t
respon sibilit y
- Never did 1think that signing a
simple party form at Colby College
could be such a learning experience. In the past, there had been
numeroustimes where I had hosted
parties and nothing had gone
wrong. Even events I had been
involved with in the Student Center had gone over smoothly ... and
this was just in my dorm. Sure, I
suspected therecouldbesomedorm
damage and I knew it would be my
responsibilityto eitherfind theperson at fault or pay for it myself.Not
once, however, did I consider the
chance of an accident happening
and someone getting hurt.
The intent of this letter is not to
cast blame on any individual but
instead to simply point out to others how responsible you are when
hosting a party. If you happen to
have a microscope handy, you
might want read some of the fine
print on a party form. It reads:
"Host(s) are responsible for their
guests and their guests' actions."
This may sound fairly simple, yet
this encompasses a tremendous
amount of liability.
Recently, at a party I was holding, an individual slipped and hit
their head. This person was purely
a victim of circumstance and under
no fault whatsoever; however, just
the same^was left unconscious. It's
hard for" me to describe what was
going through my mind and the
level of concern I had for those next
ten minutes. Knowing that you are
the sole person responsible for an
entire group of people in such an
emergency is a very scary experience.
To make a long story short, everything turned out alright and the
only injury was a mild concussion.
Just in case, we had immediately
called C.E.R. and then for an ambulance. Granted, the fact that we
called higher authorities and
brought Waterville Police on campus will not make the Colby alcohol
policy any more lenient,but I by no
means regret having taken those
necessary precautions to make sure
my guest was properly attended to.
Basically, what I am trying to
say is that you have to remember
wha t you're getting into when you
host a party. This is not to say that
everyone should be scared to sign a
par ty f orm, but more so to remind
yourself and your guests to conduct themselves in a respectful
manner a t al l times an d in a way
that ensures the safety of everyone
at the party.
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In J onathan Kaye 's article
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not a question of one's rights. Kaye
argues
that an offender would be
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munity.
He says the "of fender would

encounter purposeful ridicule and
alienation from fellow studentsand
that letting students police one another would serve as an opportunity forthisignorantpersontolearn
of the intelligence of the group
which he offended , if theycounter
his stupidity as they should." A
community does not, however, always police as it should, due to
prejudices, ignorance and phobias
held by the majority within that
community.
For example, last year in Oakland/ Maine, (right near Colby)
members of a black family were
verbally and physically harassed
by two whites. "The communityin
Oakland did not respond to these
racial actsand theycontinued. One
of the offenders stated, 'The fighting won't stop until they move out."
The only thing that eventually
stopped them was the law. Obviously the community did not deal
effectively with the offender.
Acommunitythatdoesnotguarantee the safety of its minorities
makesthem feel uncomfortable and
discourages them from being part
of that community. For example,at
Norwich University the overwhelming majority of the students
are male. Sexual harassment occurs frequently on this campus and
oftengoes unpunished by the school
or unpublicized because of how
confidentialthemilitaryacts inthese
situations. Women do not feel comfortable in this setting, and therefore the school attracts very few of

¦
them ; •. - V * 77 .7 7.7 , ,: v ;, 7 , ,-, .y

,: 7

Althoughin somecasesstudents
may serve as the best response to
verbal harassment,members of the
community must be guaranteed
their right to safety and peace by
our speech codes and have the option of taking their case to J-Board
in cases where the needs of the harassed student are not met. Kaye
sees things from only his own perspective and assumes these needs
will be met without codes or laws
and takes awaythe rights of others.
Because Colby is a predominantly
white, heterosexual community
there exists the potential for it to be
an unsupportive community towards a harassed group or person.
In order to keep Colby a p lacewhere
its minorities feel comfortable it
must support them with solid
stances such as our speech code.
Abe Rogers '95

In search of

ex-Colby Prof.
Floyd Witham
I am an independent scholar
doing research on the social history
of Stanford University. As part of
this project, 1 am attempting to
locate biographical information of
Floyd Cleland Witham, a Stanf or d
graduate student who was teaching
at Colby College in 1962.
If any readers of the Colby Echo
have memories, newsclippings,
pho tograp h s,or other materials on
Mr. Witham , I would d eeply
appreciate hearing from them. I
would also be grateful for any leads
regard ing his current whereabouts.
Tocont ac t me,write P.p. Box 14301,
San Franc isco, CA 94114-0301.
Gerard Koskovich

Support the
holiday
season with a
little sharing

Last week was Thanksgiving,
when one and all are supposed to
count the blessings they have received. Many of usleft this$25,000/
yr. school to return home, perhaps
by our own car or even plane,to our
loving family and friends. Once
home, we showered in clean facilities, slept on comfortable beds,
turned up the heat if it was cold,
and watched TV if we were bored.
On Thanksgiving, we probably all
ate some version of the traditional
meal until we were stuffed,and the
next day the malls were packed.
Think of what all of this means.
How lucky we are to be able to live
this way over the holidays. To so
many people in Maine, the United
States, and around the world,what
we.consider a typical holiday,they
would consid er extravagance. Our
turkey dinner could feed theirfamily for a month. Our tuition could
keep them alive.
I was one of those people who
staffed the "Fast for Maine Hunger" table in the Student Center
paringthe week of Nov. 8.1 was
afesQlutely shocked by your responses. "I can't give up dinner, I'll
starve!" "I can't. I don't have any
money to order out." "I have to
mudh;goi^go^
Itcuon't
think I want to skip dinner." And
yet,someof us get two servings at a
meal, and then spend a dollar or
two to "work off that cheese omelet" with Kiki.
Not everyone was this uncaring.Many peopledid sign up> Some
even qffered to fast the whole day,
knowing how good a cause this
was. And I'm sure the people that
did sign up willbe thanked by those
who benefited and were able to eat
a realThanksgiving meal. However,
out of a school with 1,700 students,
it is truly a shame that only 130
could find it in their hearts to participate.
The fact is, no one at Colby is
going to starve without one prepared dinner. Even if someonedoes
experience mild hunger pangs, all
the better to understand the p light
of the poor and hungry.
The holiday season is supposed
to be a time of sharing,giving,peace
on earth, goodwill toward all. We
should all remember that. And the
next time someone asks us to give
up a little of ourselves sothat someoneelsecan havea better life,maybe
we'll think about it a little more.

Kelsey P. Miller '97

New Moon
trivi alizes
harassment
Th is let ter is in response to the
Fall \993]NewMoon Risingeditorial

on thecurrentsearch for a new Dean
of Faculty, Irt their piece, the authors expound that "we cannot afford a Dean who has the 'Bob
Packwood Syndrome/"a reference
to the United States Senator from
aeeLE TTERS on page 10
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Stud y abroad expands horizons
LIFE'SA BEECH

By Hannah Beech
What are or were your plans for your
junior year? If going away isn't on your
agenda, think again. Going away for a semester of a year is one of the mostrewarding
experiences of college. What other time do
you have to soak in another culture and
study at the same time?
Many students come to Colby with the
vague notion that they'll go away. Yet many
still are here their entire junior year. Most of
thesestudents say that although theywanted
to go away,they didn't plan well enough or
visited the off-campus study office too late.
Almost all of them regret their inaction.
Although it is ultimately the student's
responsibility to find a suitable program,
Colby should do more to encourage students
to take advantage of the year-abroadopportunity.
This doesn t mean that Colby should add
a semester abroad to its list of requirements.
There are always students who, for one reason or another, simply can't go away.But the
majority of students should be pushed and
prodded to discover more of the world than
cozy New England.
Time away on the West coast or other
American locales is a definite choice, but
consider thevaluableexperiencescome from
going outside the country. For those students who only travelled from Massachusetts to Maine, there's a wKote wideworld
oc
out there to explore.
7 /^-ra :
Going abroad is not only fbr intensive

language study. In fact that'sbut a small part
of it. Colby needs to make that clear to those
who don't want to spend a semester studying Swahili or Nepalese. More important,
study abroad widensour horizons and gives
us a better perspective on the world and
ourselves.
Students who come back from their semester or year abroad return with a renewed
respect for the U.S. and, more specifically,
Colby. The idyllic campus with frisbees flying and cross-countrytrails slicingthe newlyfallen snow is so soothing. In so few other
countries can students chat with professors
and have so much input into faculty selections through our semester evaluations.
7 A more finely honed understanding of
Colby's problems also comes from time
abroad. Yes,the campus isidyllic,but is it too
much so? Students who studied abroad in
China or other repressive countries relate
stories of gaining maturity and confidence
from quietly challenging an oppressive regime.
Those Colby students who stud y in Europe know that their European counterparts
are more well-versed in history and culture
than their American friends because of the
interconriectedrtess of the region.
Compare that to the International Studies
student who on a history final exam couldn't
place Japan on a map.
While Americans struggle with their second language,many Europeansareontotheir
third or fourth. Somehow, it makes our year
and a half language requirement look puny.
Increased awareness of our college's differ-

encewith foreign oneslets us evaluate Colby
with a more discerning eye.
If there's not a program in off-campus
study that strikesyou,don't worry. Students
don't needto limit themselvesto the choices
that off-campus study offers. There are many
more programs out there that could spark
your interest. You don't have to go on a
Colby program. If you want to go to Mexico
and don't feel like dealing with the partyhard imageof Colby's Cuernevaca program,
find another comparable institution that has
a good program. The off-campus study office is notoriously weakin some areas, and it
helpsto do your own researchto investigate
your options.
So, science majors take heart. It's not out
of the question to go away. Other science
majors have done it, and so can you. It does
take a little more planning than for others,
though, so get started early. English-speaking countries like Ireland and Australia have
programs that accommodate science classes.
Colby's program in Cork is an example,but
there are many more out there.
Going away might mean organizing
Schedules a little earlier and leaving the comforts of Camp Colby. But, if Colby emphasizes the study abroad idea from matriculation onwards, students will have no choice
but to plan a little better.
Middlebury is an excellent example of a
school that emphasizes study abroad and is
very popular because of it Colby should
follow suit and open its students' eyes to the
rest ofthe worldO
1|« «

Clinton needs to rearr ange Ghma polioy
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
- ,. By Kurt Niebuhr
..

On Nov. 19and 20,nations from
all over the Pacific Rim gathered in
Seattle for the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperationforum,or APEC
for short. It was a chance for the
Clinton administration to regain
some public support lost during
the foreign policy fiascoes of Yugoslavia and Somalia.
By far the most important part
of thesummitwastheprivatemeeting between Clinton and Jiang
Zemin---one of China's most powerful and pragmatic leaders. The
meeting was a chance to iron out
the numerous differences between
the two countries created by
Clinton, who relentlessly blasted
China for human rights violations,

theproliferation of weapons,a military build-up,ancl a growing trade
deficit.
Clinton isjeopardizingrelations
with the country that is the next
century's superpower. Clinton's
problems with China may be serious and justified, but his troubleshooting methodsarequestionable.
First of all, Clinton needsto develop a coherent policy. He has not
prioritized his objectives. This is a
crucial mistake.He has overemphasized dissident repression, going
so far as to equate the situation to
the proliferation of nuclear technology to Iran.
For the time being, Clinton
should concentrate on non-proliferation. China's sales of nuclear
technology to Iran and Pakistan are
a serious threat to global stability

and peace.
When pursuing the non-proliferation agenda, Clinton should not
attempt economic linkage Orconditionally. This would only work at
cross-purposes with U.S. policy
goals. The U.S. should treat China
as an equal partner rather than a
junior partner to elicit cooperation
from Beijing. China is undergoing
expbnential economic and military
growth and wants to be shown the
respect it feels it deserves. Flattery
will get the U.S. significant results.
Clinton is understandably concerned with China's military buildup,but he shouldn't try to pressure
China. China understands that an
increase in the military budget corresponds to an expansion of ecosee CHINA on page 8

New dean of
facu lty affects all
BY PETER MURPHY
SteffWriter

Over the past semester, three college advisory committees have been involved in
selecting a candidate to replace Robert
McArthur as dean of faculty and vice president of academicaffairs. McArthur's six year
appointment expires at the conclusion of the
academic year. A few weeks ago, each of the threecandidates spent an afternoon answering questions from and listening to the concernsof the
Colby communityin the classic Colby openforum style. The forum was open to the
entire community. However,in the tradition
of the Colby forum, certain groups on campus were severely lacking in attendance.
In fact,the only group on campus that did
attend any of the three forums was the faculty. There were only a handful of staff
members or students at ' each of the forums.
This isunfortunatebecause_lthough thedean
of faculty mainly deals with issues related to
the faculty, McArthur'sreplacement will have
a great effect on students' lives as well.
For example, the new dean will oversee
and guide the tenure process for one-third of
the faculty over the next three years — the
largest number of tenure cases in Colby's
history. He will also be able to change and
affect the tenure process as a whole. Such
power directly affects students' academic
careers. He will influence what they learn
see DEAN on page 8
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If you could nominate anyone at Colby for the dean of
facult y position , who would you choose and why?
because he sees all sides of issues
and is unbiased."
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Bridget Neville '97
"Betty Sasaki, the Spanish professor,becauseshe seemslike she'd
be fair and she'senthusiastic about
things. That's really important for
the job."

Bower Himes '95
"Nathan Cook,my roommate,

David November *95
"I would nomina te Leon Richard , the securit y guy. He'd get the
place straightened out once and
for all."

If

\n Mother aiktnp t f c Hl utnte, j h e if -atn h Q da c ision r^wdir ^
fo
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new Vm or Faculty , m ecfjferc or Jfeu Mooif Rj 'sina
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Veronique Meyer (Exchange
Student)
"Charles Bassett because he's
thogreatestprofessorrveeverhad.
He's amazing."
___________~—__~_^»_—___~~___________—
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Chad Tyson '95
"PrdfessorRodmanbecausethe
school could act on a self-interest
realpolitiklcvel,thewaytheworld
really is."

Echo p hotos fry 1-aurtn Vitrano
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CHINA , continued
f r omp age 7

nomic clout, and China's military
build-up is not without justification. It shares borders with Russia,
India, and Vietnam, and Chinese
relations with all of these countries
are less than amicable.
Further, conditioning Most Favored Nation (MFN) status for

China isridiculous. Trying to bribe
the Chinese will get the U.S. nowhere — it will only bring about
retaliation and do more damage to
the United States. Estimatesclaim
that not granting China MFN status will cost the U.S. about 200,000
jobs.
These jobs will not be a dead
loss either. Where America does
not invest,other countries will.On

the eye of the summit, German
ChancellorKohl made a trip to the
Peoples Republic with forty top
German businessmen.German efforts did not go unrewarded.Before leaving, the Chancellor signed
a total of eighteen contracts worth
more than $2 billion.
In addition, the ninetyyear-old
DengXiaoping'sdeath willcreate a
power vacuum. This makes it im-

perative that Clinton take a cautious approach toward China.
Hardball tactics by a U.S.administration only weakens younger reformers and aids hardliners.
If Clinton wantsto seea greater
opening of Chinese markets arid
greaterdemocracy,he should grant
China MFN status and ntove quietly through diplomatic channels
encouraging reform rather than

¦

DEAN, continued f r om
page 7
and from whom they learn it. It was
unfortunate that less than ten students attended the open forums
with the three candidates.
The Dean of Faculty also oversees the curriculum and the academic standards for the College.
Forexample, he will be in charge of
filling in any gaping holes in what
is being taught, and he will be able
to suggest future changesin distribution requirements.The dean sets
the mood for the whole academic
process. Another issue that has
come up recentlyis changes for Jan
Plan—he will be able to spearhead
any changesthat he sees fit.
Maybe students' lack of attendance was due to the "open to the
entire community" forum's scanty
advertising. It only ran one day in
MoosePrints. Inanyeventstudents
should havebeen more involved in
this discussion to decide Colby's
new second in command under the
President, and such involvement
should havebeenencouragedmore
strongly by the administrationD

'
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demanding it in press conferences.
Such behavior gives the hardliners
the impetusto subvert reformsand
take China on reverse-course.
Success and stabilitydepend on
whether or not the reformers can
consolidatetheir grip on powerin a
post-DengChina.Hopefully,someone will bring this to the attention
of the President. He or shebetter do
it quickly.-.!
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Men 's Basketball (3-0)
Colby Invitational
Colby 110 Oberlin 62
Colby 107 Wheaton 104 (30T)

Colby 96 Suffolk 59
12/1 @ Husson 7:30 p.m.

12/3 vs. Tufts 7:30 p.m.
12/8 @ Southern Maine 7:30 p.m

Women 's Basketball
(0-2)
Williams 73 Colby 62
Wesleyan 61 Colby 57
12/1 at Husson 5:30 *p.m.
12/3 vs. Tufts @ 5:30 p.m.
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Women 's Hockey (0-1-1)
Princeton. 7 Colby 1

Colby 2 Yale 2

12/4 vs. Cornell @ 2 p.m.

Men 's Hockey (3-0)

**»
Echophotocy Yvhgo Yamaguchi
Stacy Joslin *97 rips a slap shot agains t Yale. The women's
ice hockey team misfiredmf ^teitf irst twogames, losing 7-1
to Princeton tmd tieingW4m ?-2.
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gratif ying said Machlin.
He was enthusiastic about the
concert performance. "The group
is wonderful this year. It is a ver y
balanced and very hard-workin g
group, " said Machlin. Q

The Down Under Pub &
of Restaurant

Homo Ihe Deep Fried Alligator
^_>T ^X
"Xv Serving Kangaroo Steaks, Pizza,
9h3 |.
>
3 y^: Sandwiches , Nachos , Hot Wings,
Hamburgers and much mor e.
*2*!
3
.
*JJ
Monday and Tuesday:
]

Happy Hour and a Half
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3 ;Q°pm-6;30pm
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Saturday Night Special
December 4th

^

iDraft Beer $4,50/pltcher w/Colby I.D.J

Come relax and enjoy our
Australian Atomosphere .
Open ll:00ain-l:00ain Mon-Sat
Startin g Sunday, October 10th , Open 2:00pm-ll:0Opm
?Tr y our Cains Flame *
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Colby 162, Plymouth St. 126
12/4 © U. Mass Dartmouth
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Middlebury ?j Cglby 0
Bowdoin 8 Gol_# 1
Conn. College 7 Colby 2
12/8 © Bates
12/10 © Tufts
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10% SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT |

Reservations & Take Out

12/1 vs. Bowdoin @ 3:30 p.m.
12/3 vs. Conn. College @ 7 p.m.

BCn Rus sell'97 ..-Ab igpart of

Mon-Thurs Lunch Buffet 11:30-1:30
Mon-Sat Luncheon Specials 11-4
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Men 's Squash (0-0)
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E cho photo by Jennifer Merrick
To win the game of hockey, a team has to keep the puck
out of the net *In this young season Alex Moody has done
just that , allowing only one goal in over 150 minutes
between the p ipes.Moody,a senior tri-capta in, has been
a crucial part of the men's hockey team's 3-0 record. The
lone goal scored on Moodywas by a SouthernMaine
player, thus keeping his ECAC shutout streak alive with
wins over Norwich and Middlebury. Mbfy dy should enjoy
his kudos now, because he will soon f a c qkhree of the best
teams on the schedule in Bowdoin, UMass-Amherst and
SUNY-Plattsburgh.
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Cantonese , Szechuan & American Cuisine

-

Colby 4 Norwich 0
Colby 7 Middlebur y 1
Colby 6 U. Southern Maine 1
12/1 vs. Bowdoin @ 7 p.m.
12/4 vs. U. Mass Amherst ® 7 p.m

——- LETTERS, continued f r ompage 6

FRIENDS, continued f r ompage 12

Oregon who has been publicly accused, by twenty-six women, of
sexual harassment.
Unfortunately,theauthors have
misinterpreted what actually constitutes the 'Bob Packwood Syndrome/ It is not simply conduct
towards women that is publicly
supportive,but privately unacceptable, as they assert. This form of
behavior is regrettably displayed
by far too many individuals. Senator Packwood's alleged conduct,
however,is far more insidious and
criminal. 1 would expect the New
Moon Risingto be more rigorous in
their analysis, lest they trivialize

the seriousness of sexual harassment.
Further,I find it totally irresponsible that the authors insinuated
that at least one of the current candidates for dean may have committed acts akin to those of Senator
Packwood.To thebest of my knowledge, none of the current candidates have been accused of criminal activities by anyone.
The New Moon Rising's misrepresentation of the facts has demeaned its otherwise solid reputation for fair and intelligent comv
mentary,
Erik Belenky '94

HOCKEY, continued f romp age 12

Echo photo by J ennifer Merrick
Winning has been commonplace for (I to r) Chris Russell, Brian Pompeo, and Bill Lanaga n.
The trio are shown here afte r their ECAC first-round win over Wheaton.
"The three of us used to come up
game," said Lanagan. "The prob- The two coaches also have similar
here and spend the weekend when
lem was that it was two days be- coaching styles.
"They
came
into
the
progra
m
we were still at Belmont Hill," said
fore the soccer tournament started.
Coach Schafer wasn't too pleased." read y to play the ri ght style/' said Pompeo. "When we would walk
For Colby Coach Mark Serdj enian. "Coming from a reall y around , Billy used to slap people in
Serdje nian , getting Pompeo, good p rogram , they were ready to the butt and blame it on me. It was a
howl/' Pompeo summed up the reLanagan and Russell on his team fit into the game plan."
Not only do Pompeo, Lanagan lationship most appropriately. "I
was a dream come true. After all,
Schafer played under Serdjenian and Russell mesh well on the field, love these guy s,and I'm reallyproud'
during his soccer days at Colby. they also are close friends oii of it. of them/' he said. ?

have been instrumental in the development of the one of the better
offenses in the ECAC, putting the
Mules atop the ECAC standings
with Bowdoin at 3-0.
"The key is that we are explosive offensively," said Borek. "It
has taken a lot of pressure off our
defense and goaltending."
"Last year we were trying to
catch up," said senior Tri-Captain
Alex Moody. 'This year we have
scored first, and this cushion is a
big plus for the defense."
Moody has been a wall in net,
stuffing two potent offenses in
Middlebury and Norwich. Moody
ha splayed 150minutesand allowed
only one goal to Southern Maine.
The 5' 4" fireplug out of Peabody,
Mass. is still unscored upon in
ECAC play and hopes to continue
his streak against upcoming competition.

In addition to the Bowdoin game
last night, University of Massachusetts at Amherst, a Division I program that is joinin g Hockey East
next year, rolls into Waterville Saturd ay afternoon. The Mules will
have to take to the road for their
matchup
against
SUNY
Plattsburgh, one of the elite teams
in the country, according to Borek.
"We are confident going into
our next set of games, but we will
be heavily challenged/' said Borek.
"We are basically playing teams
that are better than us in the next
three games."
The 3-0 record is promising for
the Mules, but the season is long
and many tests await.
"We'll go just as we're going
until we get down a couple of goals
and sieehow we react,"said Mood y.
"Thait vlrill be the real test for this
team1." Q

Buya Macintoshnowandyoucan
organize your time, straightenoutyour
f inancesor go completely ballistic.

wt^
MacintoshIC 5205/80,
internal ApplcCD™ W-CD-ROMDrive,
AppleKeyboard II and mouse. '
Only $1,905.

MacinlosblC 475 4180,AppleColorJVusflP
WDisptay,AppleKeyboard H and mouse.
Only $1,478.

Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal. Now, when you buy any
select Macintosh1 or PowerBook"computer, you'll also receive seven
software programs. It's all included in one low price. And the software
package alone has a combined SRP value of $596! It was designed to

ApplePotverBookI45B 4/80.
Only $1,487.

give you the kinds of programs you need most. Programs to organize
your time and money. And some programs just for fun. So, why buy
an Apple" computer? It does more. It costs less. It's that simple. 0
H_-_-_-_!-----^

Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

For all of your computer needs visit the "M acintosh Office "
at the Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union or call 872-3336
?All Macintosh prices include MS Word, Excel & a box of disks

©I 'M) AppleCompiler,Inc. All rixhti rexem'd. Apple, Ihe Applef ofio, Mtichilmbmid Poiivrltoaburn registeredImdemurk ifApjile Computer,Inc. Aftfilef l) is a trademark of AppleComputer, Inc.
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In fee midst of polishing-off
some Thanksgiving Day left^ vera thisp&stweekend,Iflipped
through an issue of my beloved
Sports IttmmtetimJSSeditioa).
featured in th.s latest SI is the
annual,national college basketball preview, typically one the
year's most excitj»gwrite-«ps.
Sure,,1agreed thatdefending
men's championNorth €__t»2i_ta
deservedtobethepre-season
con*
3ensusno.t/ diatUMa3shaso0e
of the nation's top freshmen jrt
Marcus Camby, and that
V__ *d«?_feiit'i, &W? Heidi
Gillingham ia wmt likely the
coun try 's tallest homecoming
queen.
But When I caught 4 glimpse
of page 7$,the Division HI preview (written by MichaelJaffe),1
was thrown for a loop, Not only
was the entire page devoted to
that school from Williams-own,
Mass. <and ranked no. 8 nationally),but Colbywasn'tevenmentinned in thetop 10. A travesty,I
thought,a conspiracy.
After all,thishad happened
before withSalem State* Hyped
up in the preseason,Salem }&9,
been continuouslydismantled by
Colby in recent years,homeand
away* But after last season, I
assumed things had changed.
Apparently I was mistaken. I
figured I ought to call Oliver
Stone, the Warren Commission,
.someone.
Colby Hoops are, fbia writer
figures,theRodneyDangerf ields
of Division III— no respect,no
respect at all. Correct me if I'm
wrong,, but isn't this the same
school from WilliamstoWn (MA)
that Colby beat twicelast year in
Williamstoum,once during the
regular season, and once more in
the ECAC championship game
in which the Mules overcame a
thousand Qr morehoatile,screaming fans and the Storm of the

Century (notto mention no cable
at fee Ladd Brook)*
t_etTsgive credit where credit
is due, Mr.Jaffe,Colby has cap*
lured the ECAC title £ of the last
4 year*(e« route to which they
had to face that school fro m
tVilliamstowntwice), and com*
piled a 22-$ record last season,
Perhaps Mr. Jaffe was one of
the individualswhodecidedthat
the Ephsshould be the no_ 1seed
ir*last year's ECAC tournament,
whileColbywasno.2. All of this,
despite Colby's stunning 77-70
regular season victory. \ Now,
correctmeif rmwrongrhittwhen
two teams have similar records,
isn't the deddingfactorst^pposed
to W head*.o*hea<l competition?
Not only this, but iFappa
Charlie's Deli in Williatnstown,
which the articlementions christens a sandwich in hono? of the
Ephs' top player every, week,
pales in comparison to Big G'$.
"What is the Bologna Bice next to
the Dr. Sfrangepork, the Grilled
Gingoldnext to theSammy Davis,
Jr*? Come to think of it,Sammy
has a better chance of scoring a
basket than the 7'3" j ju nior
pivotmanfromWilliamsiown,
\As for the phoio accompany'ing thearticle,it speaks for itself.
^Yougotfour undergraduateswith
^bad haircuts and hideous warmups, standing around a heavily
sedated-looking cow. Ifigured I
ought to call the Animal Defense
Fund, Ralph Lauren, someone.
- The article details how,in.an
attempt to dispel the image of
"bookishnerds,"Spinguard Fete
Davenportspentpart of Last summet "roaming the beaches of
Maine dressed in a ruf fled polkadot woman'sswimsuit." I'm sure
he looked adorable.
¦But while Pete was sashaying
up and down Fopham Beach, the
likes of Stephens, Clark, and
Gaudet wereworking on becomingbetterbasketball players. The
remarkable thing about Colby

N.Y. 102, Boston 58
M.I.T., Northeastern, Tufts, B.C.,
B.U. New York: Fordham, Baruch,
Pace, and Columbia. Boston, definitely, 5 points.
„ TheGarden: NewYorkhasMadison Square Garden, Boston has the
Boston Garden, but which is "The
Garden?" I say N.Y. You may think
Boston,but in 1995Boston will have
theShawmut Center,whereinstead
of getting good old American
Cracker Jacks and hot dogs for the*
game,you'llbestuck with crab meat
served on a cucumber slice. Goodbye Parkay, hello N.Y., N.Y. scores
10 more.
Cultural Attractions: N.Y.: The
Met,Lincoln Center,Broadway,etc
... Boston? I guess you could count
Paul Revere's freedom trail. N.Y.
10 points.
Lfw'ny 77_grg:Nobodyreally lives
in Beantown, they live "just outside of. Boston." New York has five
boroughs (for every borough you
can name give one point to the city
of your choice). N.Y. 5 points, well
make it 4—we do have Staten Island .
CihfNichtames:The Big Apple—
gotta love it. Beantown (insert your
favorite fart joke here). Score 1for
N.Y.
Inhabitant 's Nicknames: New
Yorkers are simply people who live
in New York. A Bostonian is a bacon cheeseburger you can get at the
Dana grill. jN rY. 1more point.
Television Shows: "Letterman"
and "Saturday Ni g ht Live" are
based in N.Y., Boston has "Spencer
for Hire" and "Cheers," both of
which can only be caught in reruns. N.Y. 10 points, but Boston
gets 5 points out of respect for the
place "where everybody knows
your name."
Local Colloauialisms/Slang: Aside
from "wicked"there isn't much else
in the Bostoner's vocabulary. New
York has developed its ^vn lan-

BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
Sports Editor

Ever since I've been at Colby
I've had to defend my hometown
against slanderous remarks from
thosewho are from the meager city
of Boston. Usually it is in good fun
over a few beers,or at dinner with
the Sports Page lying somewhere
between our trays. But always it
makes me wonder, why do people
from Boston think they can compare their fair city to New York?
It's not that I don't like Boston,
because I do. I even have a relative
who lives there. His name is Uncle
Art. So, for once and for all, here is
the official Echo Sports case study
of New York and Boston.
Ouantitv of Prof essional Svorts
Teams: New York has two mapr
league baseball teams, Boston has
one. New York has two football
teams, Boston has one. New York
has two hockey teams, Boston has
one. Each has a hoops team. Give
N.Y. 6 points, Boston 1.
Quality of Sports Teams: O.K., the
Mets are arguably the worst team
in baseball, but the Yankees finished in second place just a few
games behind Toronto.
The Giants and Jets vs. the Pats
—please. Not even with ex-bageleating N.Y. deli lovin' Bill Parcells
at the helm can the Pats win.
As for hockey, the Rangers
posted a 14 game winning streak
only to be broken by another N.Y.
team, the Islanders.But the Bruins
are in second place of the Nort heast
Division.
The Knicks are going to be NBA
Champions with Jordan out of the
picture. N.Y. 30 points, Boston 8.
College Sports: B.C. beat Notre
Dame, and N.Y. has no collegiate
sports to speak of. Boston scores 10
points.
Colleg es: Boston: Harvard ,

see OFFSIDES on page 9

guage. Give the Bi g Apple 5 points,
every other word in New'Yorker's
language is a four letter word.
Accents: Bostoners sound too
much like Mainers, New Yorkers
just sound stupid. Who would you
rather listen to—Tony Danza or Ted
Kenned y? Neither. N.Y. 0 points,
Boston 0 points.
Vacation Sp ots: Boston has the
Cape and Maine (hey, in the summer it's not minus 30 all the time).
New York has Lawn Guyland, the
Poconos, and Jersey. Boston gets
the nod on this one —10 points.
Breweries: Boston's Samuel
Adams vs. N.Y/s Brooklyn Lager.
Boston again - 6 points.
Newspap ers:TheNewYorkTimes.
New York Newsday,The Post, and
The Daily News against The Boston
Globe and The Boston Herald.Where
else can you see Amy Fisher and
Joey Buttafuoccoon the front page
for, eight weeks straight? N.Y. 15
points, Boston 5. The Globe does
have a good Sports section.
Closing Remarks: At the end of
the argument the Bostonians usually end up repeating "16 World
Championshi ps" over and over
again in reference to the Celtics'
domination over the NBA in past
years.Give Beantown8points. The
Knicks own the NBA now.
New Yorkers have the trump
card,however. All we have to do is
whisper the name Bill Buckner,who
did , after all, give the New York
Mets the 1986 World Series when
he let Mookie Wilson's lame duck
dribblebetween his legs. New York
10 points.
Maybe I can best sum it up like
this: If the two cities were cars
stopped side by side at a red light,
New York would be a Cadillac
(okay, maybe with tinted windows), Boston would be a Pinto
hatchback. Final score: N.Y. 102,
Boston 58. Q.

I-Play of the Week
On the first play from scrimmage in the Open League Final, TMT QB Matt Gaudet '95 fired a 70 yard TD
pass to wideout Matt Barlow '95 for a game-opening touchdown .The scoring strike was the first of 3passing
TD's by Gaudet in leading his team to a thrilling overtime victory over the Fighting Amish. ?
The moat complete
areena I of teat prap
toola Ira the world.
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A case study:New
York vs. Boston.
See Onsides an
p age 11.

From Belmont Hill to
Mayflower Hill:
a tale of three f riends

Echo p hoto by Jennifer Merrick
Darren Blauert (W}, with only a defender between him and
Middlebury's goalie.

Men 's hockey
ices firs t thre e
BY JAC COYNE

Asst. Sports Editor
; i .

Everyone involved with the the
Colbymen'shockey team knewthis
year held a lot of prom ise, because
a lot of young talent was coming to
Mayflower Hill over the summer.
But if anyone would have guessed
that the team would start the season 3-0, including a throttling of a
talented Middlebury team 7-1, he
or she would have been branded an
optimist .
Not only did the team trounce
Middlebury, it also shut out Norwich 4-0 and beat Southern Maine

6-1. Much of the credit goes to the
talented first years that make up
the core of the top two lines. J ody
Eidt is leading the team in goals
with five, but St. Louis, Missouri
native Nick Lamia is the points
leader with two goals and five assists.
"One of the reasons that [the
first-years ] are leading the team is
because they are playing on lines
with two of the better players in the
ECAC: Keith Gleason and Brian
Pompeo," said Head Coach Scott
Borek.
Nevertheless , the newcomers
see HOCKEY on pa ge 10
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when hefinallyshowed upforpracBY PETER DUBACK
#v»- _tTr • i
r *i
tice he was wearin g tennis shorts
and a pair of sneakers. We thought
Wouldn 't it be great if they all he was going to be awful."
First impressions can be deceivcould scorein the same game? Rusty
and Billy had already knocked one ing. Pompeo became a major factor
in. A penalty in the box resulted in in his Belmont Hill team,helping it
a penalty kick for Colby and Coach win the New England Pirep School
let Pompstake it. This was going to Championshi p. He alsocontributed
be thegamethat thethree '91 gradu- to Colby's Eastern CollegeAthletic
ates from Belmont Hill School were Conference Division III title, as did
going to score in the same game, Lanagan and Russell .
Former Belmont Hill head socagainst Thomas College, until...he
cer coach, current athletic director
missed the shot.
"1 was so mad," Brian Pompeo at The Middlesex School, and Colby
'95 said. "But a few minutes later grad Mike Schafer said that the trio,
Rusty fed me the ball, and I put it in along with a few other stron g players, made up the core of his teams.
to seal the 5-1 win."
"Their dedication to the game
This anecdote is only the tip of
the achievement iceber g for the tal- and their willingness to sacrifice
ented junior trio of Bill Lana gan, themselves was the key to our sue-;
Chris Russell , and Pompeo. All cess," said Schafer. "The re is a lot of
three players starred on a number mutual respect between those guys
> ,;
of impr essive Belmont Hill soccer and myself." . ... .. . .
The
ups
never
come
without
the
and hockey squad s and were no
,
dow ns however. Lana gan's sucstrangers to coming out on top.
"Some of the teams we had [at cesseshave been mixed with a mimBelmont Hill] were unreal /' said *berof frus trations. In the beginnin g
Russell . "Our sophomore year soc- of his freshman year at Belmont
cer team was not that great , but Hill, he broke his leg. At the end of
after that we nearl y went unde- his junior year at Belmont Hill,
Lana gan blew out his knee two days
feated ."
beforethe
New England soccer tourCoincidentall y, the undefeated
streak began the season that ney was to start , and durin g his
Pompeo transferred to Belmont Hill sophomore year at Colby, Lana gan
again injured his knee and required
from Cohassett High School'.
"Theda y we first met Pomps we major surgery.
"The first time I hurt my knee, I
thou ght he was some kid from
Duxbury, " said Russell . "He had wasplayingina townleague hockey
skipped a few double sessions and see FRIENDS on page 10

Staff Writer
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The men's baseball leant is

read y to take the field/ and it's
only November. The Mules liave
been practicing since the second
week of Sept ember, and it looks
like everyone's overtime will pay
off , Tlie team looks to liaVe the
attit ud e necessary to winthisy ear,,
Tri-Captain J ustin Van Til '95
has led practice twice a week for
two hours. The extra Work in the
off season will hopefully pay of f
as the season get s underway.
*We were 10-15 last year," said
Van fit ^uf we had five ot six
loses to teams that were nationally
ranked in Division II ot III * The
extra work in the off season could
put US over the top/
f .This is the first year the team
has worked out before the season.
For the first six weeks, pr actices
were held outside r but theyliave
since been moved indoors due to
thecold weather. '
The pitchers have>eeuthrowing off of wooden mounds in the
gym for the last month now. In
J anuary, the batting cage should
be completed and the squad will
begin hittin g.
** An avera geof 1^20 players attend practice each day.Five players have been lost to hockey/ hut
five more started this past week
after football let out,;accordin g lo
see BASEBALL
on page 9
c
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For Colb y hoops, 3-0
comes as no sur prise
BY JAC COYNE

beyond the arc and nailed a fallaway jumper with no time on the
Asst. Sports Editor
clock to drive the game into trip leThe men's baske t ball te am overtime , where t he Mules finally
started their season as expected, pulled away.
"I t hought t he game aga inst
jump ing out to a 3-0 record . The
Mules successfully ca pt ured t he Whea ton was one of the most heColbyTip-OffTournamen ^trounc- roic games I've ever seen/' said
ing a hapless Oberlin team 110-62 Head Coach Dick Whitm ore.
Senior Tri-Captain
Gary
on a 22 point performance by senior
tournahome
who
took
,
Bergeron
Tri-Capta in Chip Clark in the first
round , thende feat ing Whea ton 107- ment Most Valuable Player honors ,
104 in a drama t ic t riple overt ime came off t he bench and nailed 22
thriller. Coming back early from poin t s, including a clutch threeThanksgiving break last week , the poin ter irUhe third overtime.
. The Mules have been making a
team dismantled a weak Suffolk
living from beyond the three point
Universi ty squad 96-59.
Whea ton was the toug hest stripe , hitting 44 bombs in 87 atmatchup for the Mules thus far. It tempts , includin g a 24 for 35 barlooked as though Wheaton had the rage agains t Obe rlin.
After stuffing thems elves on
game won in the second overtime ,
when they were iip;hy three with some home cooking, the Mules
7.7 seconds left In the peri od.How- served Suffolk with some Colby
ever , junior guard Ma tt Guadet cooking, thrashin g the Rams 96-59.
caugh t the ball on the left side well Bergeron once again led the way,

cannin g 18 points in 12 minutes. He
was help ed by four others who
scored in double digits.
"G ary ha s really st epped up,"
said Whi t more , "Wha t he has done
is made himselfin t oa super ior sixt h
man. We can put him in at any spot
and he mak es things happen. "
Bot h coaches emp t ied t he
benches wit h t en minu t es left in the
game , allowing the second stringers strut their stuff. Freshman Chad
Higg ins led t he second squad for
Colby, posting six points.
The t eam plays a st ringof t ough
games, starting with last night 's
game agains t an 11-0 Husson College team, followed by a highly
touted Tufts team tomorrow. The
teamalsoplays Sout hem Maineand
Salem State before the break.
"You 're talking about the position of the schedule that you really
i
i
wan t to be ready for/' said
Echopholoby YuhgoYamguchi
Whi tmore. ?
Matt Gaudet (#__> goesbaseline on twoOberlin defenders.
¦
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